
RECONFIGURING  The  documenting  subject,  at  every  new  entry  has  to  constantly

reconfigure his entire project this also to keep up with the larger capacity

available to him both with the increasing of his administrative skills and the

actual digital storage offered by the technical progress.

FILLING The documenting subject seems to be obsessed to fill the spaces, or better

the canvases he has chosen to manifest his ego while he is most careless of those

that are for instance assign to him by society.

ORGANIC The various extensions of the project seems to be like extended organs

that the documenting subject puts up in order to handle the new technological

extensions of the social environment.

REPORTING Various instances of the project, for instance the essays can be seen as

a mass media industry in itself, reporting on various thematics, whether cultural,

social or political and economical.

EXPLOSIVE Allot of the thinking of the documenting subject revealed through is

project is quite provocative in that he does not apply any of the political

correctness  dictating  social  communication  but  rather  venture  to  express

systematically all sides of the ways he perceives his surrounding and himself.

LOW-PROFILE With his quite compromising work, the documenting subject maintains a

rather low profile towards his contemporaries who, on the other hand, exalts in

bringing forward their own profiles more as a facade than an authentic account of

themselves.

DERIVE  Considering  life  itself  like  the  predefined  structure  of  a  city,  the

documenting subject adopts to it a sort of flaunerism a wandering away from the

predefined social itinerary but rather an exploring a revaluing of a path with an

imaginable aim such as the end point of a pilgrimage.

REPORT The entire project can be seen as a mere report of a lifetime, an account

which is nit meant to substitute life itself but only display its prolificacy.


